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CAREER DEP
Course Number: EPME6000AA; T5P.

Location: Marinenet Server, US, Marine Corps University.

Length: 365 Self-paced, 63 hours.

Exhibit Dates: 1/14–Present.

Learning Outcomes: Upon completion of the course, the student will be able to recognize leadership responsibilities; apply organizational values and ethics; compare training methodologies; summarize the planning process; utilize problem solving techniques; and employ decision-making principles.

Instruction: Methods of instruction include computer-based training and simulation (scenarios). General course topics include ethics, communications, planning, and management strategies.

Methods of Assessment: Methods of assessment include quizzes and examinations.

Related Competencies: Introduction to management topics include decision-making, leadership responsibilities, organizational values and ethics, planning process, problem solving, and training.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3 semester hours in introduction to management (10/14)(10/14).
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